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Note to subversives: 

Uncle has two extreme right hands
and means Bu$ine$$! 

Thomas Merton



Eros in Heroes

It’s this poem
given to me by a friend for my trip
to Nicaragua. This
poem by Silvio Rodriguez it
starts like this Compan-
eros poetas …

It’s this poem, not
about The Bay of Pigs, it is
about how to write
of The Bay of Pigs, how

to allow the defenders themselves
to give voice to themselves. It is
a gift this poem

from a friend, his name is Rose
and I write this poem on my birthday
April 17, 25th anniversary of
Kennedy's attempted invasion, this poem

becomes a gift to myself
which is after, which is going
after, this poem by Rodriguez
given me by Peter Rose
about how to speak

about those defending against that
invasion, that invasion
led by the CIA, now
25 years later leading
this war against Nicaragua.

Rose and eros.
Flores de la Revolucion.
Flores ... Flores ... Flores ...
Companero Flores skinned alive
by Somoza's National Guard, the Guardia now



commanding the contras.  And rose --
Roses in December.  And now

now it’s this poem
it starts with eros.
It starts with learning how to speak.

It starts like this.
First you have to get through Miami.
The airport body to body with tourists,
people at rest against their luggage.
The annual invasion from the North, thousands
of bodies filling the airport coming and going
for the ships.  Caribbean cruises.

Simulating stimulating television.
The Love Boat.  The sound
I remember, and the sight of it all
I remember, this

this one fat man in bermuda shorts
and a flowered shirt waving over his belly
like a flag, yelling across the corridor
to a friend or companion, “Last year
we came down, yeah we found it alright,
a real nude beach.”
I'll be looking for Ramirez.

I don't expect to meet him.
But I'll be looking for this poet
who is also vice-president of Nicaragua.
He said,

he said that the literary
establishment, the vanguard, they accused him, this
avant garde, they accused him, this

was before the revolution, Sergio was young,
he was learning how to write, they said this:



You are contaminating poetry
with politics and prose.  They

said that.  They still do.  They
could not see the rose in prose.
Their eyes were locked in their heads.
Their heads were locked in the USA.

Or Paris.  Or Madrid.
(Cardenal: Miami
was the cultural capital of my country.)

And politics is only
every act of love
is a political poem
is a flower for
the revolution.  And the poem

filled with love, eros,
is filled with prose, eros
is to see eros in guerilleros,
eros in heroes.  Roses.
Roses are also used for funeral wreaths.
Let's place one over our television sets.

Cabeza wrote about holes.  He
wrote about going into
the mountains, catching
leprosy, watching, watching

his body fill with holes.  Imported culture.
It’s worse in the USA.  The mind
it quickens and it dies so
easily.  Infants placed before the tv.
If cancer is the death of the future then
capitalism is a reverse cancer eating
holes in the past.
Emptying the mind.  Love
of neighbor turned into a soap opera.  



The enemy
defined as anyone
who gets in the way of
the bullets.  Everything now,
the immediacy of a wound.  And then

filling the future with cartoons.  Smurfs,
Lincoln, Nat Turner, Super Friends, The Whiskey
Rebellion, Sesame Street, Haymarket,
Flintstones, Bread & Roses Strike, Wheel
of Fortune, M*A*S*H, Berkman, Emma Goldman
Big Bill Haywood, Debs, The Love Boat.



That Last Line, the Punchline
for Tomás Borge

We are forgiven anything right
up ’til the end.  Prodigal son.
Political deviant.  Then

judgement day.  The ex-
commies become celebrities
then retire from the State Department.
I'm ok, you too

if we sign on the line
the punch line
we sing.   A song
with a catchy last line,

a clincher that ties up
the experience, binds it,
even bores it
into the memory.  Inquisitors

rejoice.
Critics and cry-babies.
Swimmers coming up for air,
then breathe in the next poem
between gasps.  Sobs.

Let me put it this way. Even
the very wrong way. With

no history there is only skin.
All these poems, I mean
the total act and context, these
poems produced by Somoza

were published and distributed
by the U.S. government and multi-
national conglomerates.  The deep image
is Howard Hughes



renting the whole top floor
of the Hotel Intercontinental.

All these poems.

Their last lines ending in scars.
The Sandinistas
are ruthless literary critics, no
wonder the literary mafia embrace
the contras.  Sometimes

sometimes,
it’s been years now.
Let's imagine your body.
Let’s imagine your torture.
Let’s follow the lines of the poems
sketched upon the stretched skin  

its surface vulnerable, expanding
in response to love.  Now.
Look closely at the lines.

They redden.  Blood rushes
to push against the flesh.

There is no way to erase them.  Like
the man said when he laid down
his straight flush, “Read them
and weep.”



The Man in Managua
—on the subject of human rights

You Man, Right.
That’s how I say it.
It’s not an order.
It's not: “You man.  Write!”

That is the schoolteacher talking.
The politician.  The newsman.
That’s the editor & publisher.
The banker.

They say, “Right”
even “Human Right” and it
sounds like “Buy this,”
“Try that.”  It sounds like “Eat me.”
Even “Beat me.” 
And it echoes.
And the echo
it’s not easy to hear it.
It’s not easy to bear it.
It sounds like a whisper
and a death rattle.

It sounds like a choice 
between strips of studded leather
and stripes in your toothpaste.
It sounds like the difference between
2 newspapers owned by one corporation.
It’s a wrong and a right
neatly balanced upon the point
of a bayonet
a bayonet that scribes in the flesh
the word Freedom.  Freedom Fighters.
What’s the point?
What’s the lie?
The point in that the lie is.
And the lie is
that there is no body
except when it bleeds.



What if I say the CIA teaches torture in El Salvador?
That's not the point.

The contra?  Not the point.
One hundred fifty years of invasions of Central America?
No.
The mind and the mouth lie.
The body says feed me
each time anyone eats, says teach me
when anyone reads, love me
when we fuck. And you.

“You Man.  Rights.”
It’s a joke.
A pun.
Language play.

It’s not serious like torture.
Not serious like trading labor for living.
It is only true.
It is only human
and right.



Protecting Your Windows
—a Sandinista Defense

This is your defense.  This
is you.  Your window looks
through you.  It is your
vulnerability,  it is you

through which the missiles come.
The president points to the window
and says we must close it.  He
says “Star Wars”
and he says “Fire.”

Close it.

Close yourself.
And die.
Open it.
Breathe.

In and out, in and out.
The cool night air enters.
Risk it.
Malaria gone.
Health care for all.
The present looks you in the eye.
The future beckons.

The body quivers.
Your internal heat fights off
the shivering.  It is
almost a hand
stroking your skin.
Here

is this hand and it hovers
a fraction above
the contours of your body.  And



still

you feel it.
There is a difference
a difference between this hand
and his,  his

which lingers on top of the button.
A nervous twitch, and it’s over.

For all, a casket.  A red
white and blue basket.

To put in your fear.

Carry, bury it.

Is this false heroics?
Can you not protect
your windows
and live

a sane life, to see again
another day?
Know.
No.



The Man on the Bus

I can write about anything.
Take pictures.
Talk to anyone. Talk to you.
I could be writing

writing in this January heat
in the park down from the Hotel
Intercontinental.  Two workmen asked me

to take their picture. Then 
I asked them to
take a picture of me
me with one of them.
We talked.  Laughed.
Now,

now I could be, be there.
I'm here.  Sitting
looking out over a garden
not planted. A large dog
howling, the echo mixing
with the birds' singing.  A squirrel
running, bouncing across

the garden, the garden empty of seed.
I can write about anything.

paper / scissors / rock

I was distracted
by the sight of a robin flitting
about the garden searching for
searching for food
in the exposed earth.

paper / scissors / rock
The bus in front of us on the way
from Managua to San Juan del Sur,  I
I could write about that.  Look



at the bus.  Designed for maybe sixty
people, it holds 200 or more.
I could attempt it, I could

compare it to just about anything.
Even jelly beans poured into a gallon jug.
Sardines is the cliché to avoid.
A description, no metaphors,
it would have to include
the many hands
pressing against the rear windows.

Look at how big the hands
seem to be.  Are.
The constant pressure in these
hands to hold yourself erect
erect while being pressed upon
from all sides.
I tell my friends in Ohio about this
this ride to the beach and they
recount stories about the buses
of Mexico.  Nairobi.  Bangladesh.

Ah,
Third World countries are all the same.
If 
this bus crashes, others have.
It crashes and 50 people crushed
into death.  These are
war casualties.  That's the difference.
The U.S. embargo.  No spare parts.
Buses overcrowded.  The contra war.
We play this game.
flag / machete / mountain

Diriamba.
The tower.
Here
Somoza’s Guardia commanded
the crossroads from Managua,
south and to the Pacific. Here.



We pass it.  Now.  Now
it is a memorial to the muchachos
who climbed it under fire.  Bodies
falling.  Flattened against stone and dirt.
The constant press of bodies.
They win.
Here
I understand the revolution.
Fought by the poor for the poor.
They win.
Here 
we play the game.  Me
and the children
I travel with
on the road to San Juan del Sur.
They help me, teach me
their language.
Scissors cut paper.
Paper covers rock.
Rock breaks scissors.
They win.
flag / machete / mountain
This is not propaganda.
This is the road to the beach.
The beach owned by Somoza and his friends.
This road now used by the contras in Costa Rica.
They attack farms.  Burn machinery.  Crops.

This is history.
The road runs both ways.  Of course.
We get to the beach.
I see the dock where
the CIA attacked
to blow up the fertilizer sheds.  The waves
break in over the sand.
A boy climbs
the palm trees to throw down
coconuts to his buddies,
comrades, muchachos.  I
sit down and I have a beer and I write
and now,



now I'm looking out my window
at an old man,
a black man in my neighborhood,
I hardly know him, he's cutting the grass.

Soon he'll pick up those garden tools
and mark out the rows to be planted.

money / bayonet / tank
flag / machete / mountain

The kids win.  The coconuts fall
near my table.  We
will play the game again
on the ride back.  The beach fills
with laughing children running
to the water.

C’mon.
Get wet.

hand / breath / blood

( ¡ Vamos mojarse ! )



The Man in the Park
—his last day in Managua

Twenty, maybe only eighteen
pushing a cart filled with bottles and bags

bags full of oranges and tangerines
she wears these half-size
these low high-heels, blouse and brown skirt
not cotton maybe polyester,  her face

with eye-liner and rouge
body bent upon the strain
uphill through the park, this one

built after the revolution
basketball courts on one side
ruins on the other, ruins
I lean against as I write, moving
as I watch her
the wheels of the cart, revolving

two-inch slabs cut from a tree trunk
rimmed with leather

Hola, she smiles



The Woman from Managua

When
Cathy said you were
this weekend returning
for two weeks from Managua

I smiled, in the middle of a question
someone was asking me at the library
and

the day filled with memories
it could be the sky filling with butterflies
even me pulled up with them
it could be ... it’s the thought

the very feel of you and not
not stopping in this release
from the constant noise of more war
from the lies of the president

me smiling all about your skin the silk
inside you inside me wanting
wanting and then that war machine stopped
for a few days we live believing
the congress will stop him

giving us this small space to love within
and me, that smile you give me
I thought first of how much you'd understand
to hold you to hold me against you

tears catching the light, the light shimmer
rolling off my face down your hair 



The Man Learns

from the woman about the death of 
her friend Maurice Demierre killed on 
February 16, 1986 by the contras, and 
he writes this poem for the future.

When
Mauricio was murdered a great silence

a great silence, it
it is a thing of great violence

it wrapped its tentacles
around the United States
it became el pulpo resurrecting
the great octopus of The United Fruit Company
it was an executioner's mask with no eye holes
it wrapped tight and tighter
into the ears of the newspapers
it became that giant squid so strong
with suction cups pulling flesh
from Great Blue Whales
it wrapped its tender arms and sucked
into the reporters, all of them dry and dying
it was a slime
a film a fog a background Musak
it stopped up all good intentions
it turned liberal politicians
into gophers for the White House
it made lovers let their words
drop onto the floor and crying
it was the same old story
untold, the silence of song unsung.

The song unsung, the silence never
the silence never to even know there is
a silence, never
to know the silence.

It was muffled, it was masked, covered



covered over with white noise.  This
deadly silence

it was wavered into the night breeze
with the voice of the president, his mouth
it moved:  “These traitors are our Founding Fathers,”

it was slipped into the airwaves
with the voice of the vice-president
he said, arm slipping around his shoulder:
“Marcos is a great democrat,”

it was covered over by Secretary Schultz
it was the wind of his pig jowls over Grenada
fluttering the blanket of disease

it was distorted by Eliot Abrams sucking
sucking up the cries from El Salvador

it was drowned out by MacFarlane, his cheerleaders,
his bullhorns, and the assassins from Vietnam

it was covered by Kirkpatrick her face skin
sagging over the fangs

it was the president and puppet strings
swinging in the wind, the rattle of destruction

it was the dance of death
it was a silent pestilence mime
cutting knives of noise and noise

and no one heard the silence of bayonets
it struck the mouth and teeth and throat

and it pulled out the voice
and it sucked out the breath
and it filled the newspapers
with fashion and comics and sports

and it filled the radio with pop, rock, and country



and it filled the television
with commercials, tits, Clint Eastwood

it struck deep into everyone and Maurice
he died just like the others died
thousands of other single killings.
And one story.  It died.  It lives.  It grows.

Into this.  This poem.
This is a great poem.
It will be.  This poem is
to lie dormant for a while.

It is to be read at the new inaugural.
An inaugural when America
has its first free election.
This is the poem that will be remembered.

The chain Eisenhower used to squeeze
the breath of democracy from Guatemala
it will rattle a distant echo
of the sad refrain from Wallace Stevens’ blue guitar.

Robert Frost’s way not taken will be our way
and John Kennedy’s Green Berets will be blown into
into the wind of oblivion.

James Dickey’s memories of the dead
and Carter’s deadly loans to Somoza
will be dead memories.

Robert Penn Warren and Ronald Wilson Reagan
withered into the dust of images edited
from bad movies.

This poem will be kept alive
by the voices and memory.
The new inaugural will honor Mauricio
and all the victims of this war.

The Claymore anti-personnel mines



that killed him and four women.
The fragments
will be collected and placed in a shrine
at Somotillo.

Somotillo, Jalapa, Esteli will shine brighter
than Hollywood, Atlantis, Jerusalem, Washington.

Every death will be accounted for.
Every bullet made in the USA
will be recalled.

Our war will be over.



The Man and his allusions

Or is it ill?  Who
is to say?
Not he.
Let some critic uncover
his artful evasions.  Maybe
some student bored with
the predictable masters will

see euphemisms hiding behind
every word.  The words
“Free Press” he knows
someday that student will see, means

the freedom, the freedom to slander Sandino.
Those words
“Free Enterprise” he knows
will be revealed

as rape and pillage and the rights
of battleships and stinger missiles.
Ambush language waiting in the dirt
and the dust of libraries.
He prefers Polish writers.

He wants to write allusive
hidden poems demanding exegesis.
The words hide the truth from the censors.
The CIA can't crack the code.
The CIA can't believe there is a code.
The FBI smiles at him
when he passes through customs at Miami.

Reality is simple.  Too simple to experience.
The poem won't contain what no one
wants to hear:
Reagan an assassin.
Schultz and Bush
vampires of reason and trickery.



Maybe it is a sickness he carries.

He seems to talk straight.
Walk straight.

When he sits with a family in the barrio
talking with Ricardo
a refrigerator repairman
when he sits in the rocker
in this house constructed by the Sandinistas,
the wind blows through it,
the concrete block letting in the light
Mercedes nurses the baby, another
maybe 6 years old serves everyone cokes,
he talks to Ricardo and

he sees a refrigerator repairman.  His
own father repairing televisions.  He
doesn't see a mythical and magical worker.

Why should he write about anything other
than what he sees?  Fernando talks
and he listens.  The four year old takes
a plastic tray of dirty dishes
out the back door to wash them.  Fernando speaks

about the lack of work.
No spare parts.  The embargo
the U.S. placed against Nicaragua.  The hope
he still has for the future, his children
they will go to school.

Ricardo agrees
to have his picture taken with the man
from the United States.  The man
agrees then to write something,

some poem to stop  
this constant war.  They
laugh together.
And Ricardo says simply



when the invasion comes he will go
to the mountains
and retrieve the guns.

Nicaragua will never surrender.



The Man Walks Out

of the poetry reading
with this woman puzzled why

he won’t hear
Allen Ginsberg. Why

he prefers to stroll
through the ruins,
the dust and weed lots not
the Joaquin Chamorro memorial.
The skeleton

of a church still standing.
The moon visible

through the gaping holes
in the ceiling.  The woman

she dances.
He knows. He can't say what
he knows. They walk out

through the ruins and stop for a moment.
There on the remnant
of a sidewalk
the moonlight brilliant

reflections
diamond light
from the bits and pieces 
of broken glass.



The Interrogations

Inside.
Earth.
Fear.

It is all there
in that one word.

I'll spell it out --not, not
for you dear reader, for me.
My memory is as weak as any.

“inside”  and  “interior”
“earth”   and  “terra”
“fear”    and  “terror”

are all there,
the inside, the earth, even
the ground of everything, and, yes
it is a genuine terror
contained within that word
“interrogation.”  And more.

There is this image
David Tejada ex-office in the National Guard
discovered to be working for the FSLN
beaten by Somoza's personal aide
Major Oscar Morales.  Then

dropped from a helicopter into the
smoldering crater of the Santiago volcano.

Is this a nature poem?
On the way from Masaya to Managua

stop for a side-trip to the volcano.
Climb the steps for a good view



into its fuming mouth.
What do you desire dear reader?

If there is simply no way to say
what needs to be heard, if ...
Then say it.

The constant smoke devastates the land
for miles and miles.  And more.
The volcanic ash, frozen into dreams of stone.
Yes.  And the stone floats.  That
is also a sign.  And plants rooting.

The struggle for new growth.
The violence
the violence of the mountain
is a renewal of fertility.
The stain on the land seems to be

unending.  It is not.

I can write a poem

or someone will,
someone

and that person will walk
will walk among you

not noticed and un-saddened

a poem not tainted

with the blood smell
of politics
and history waiting
for resurrection.

Now we live with smoke
and we wait.  Remember
... remember ...



When we wave our arms together ...
the victory celebrations ...

Sandinista caravans entering Managua.
The form of this giant embrace
moved the air all the way to Masaya.

The future is illuminated.

The smoke opened
and light swept
across the land

chasing the shadow of our doubt.



These poems are formed within the frame of these two 
quotes.  They both date from the year 1927, yet both invoke 
the present.  Robert Olds spoke on the occasion of explaining 
why the U.S. Marines had been sent to fight against the forces 
led by Sandino.  His words could be repeated today, except 
our present government representatives are more careful 
about revealing the motives of their aggression toward 
Nicaragua.

The Sandino quote is not directly from his letters, but from a 
billboard erected across from the U.S. Embassy in Managua.  It 
is Sandino’s response to a U.S. Marine captain who demanded 
his surrender.  I read the quote when I participated in a 
demonstration in front of the embassy.  Each Thursday 
morning North Americans living in Nicaragua protest U.S. 
policies, U.S. war.  It was this language of protest, people 
speaking with their bodies, that forced the U.S. government to 
end the war against Sandino and to remove its occupation 
army from Nicaraguan soil.  Sandino and his troops with the 
support of the Nicaraguan people and the people of the U.S. 
forced the U.S. government to listen.  Sandino said, “I count on 
the patriotism of those who are with me.”  He called not only 
for the support of Nicaraguans, but anyone “with him.”  Many 
North Americans demonstrated their patriotism by being with 

I have received and understood your communication of 
yesterday.  I will not surrender, and I await you here.  I 
want a free country or death.  I am not afraid of you.  I 
count on the patriotism of those who are with me.  

Augusto César Sandino

Until now Central America has always understood
that governments which we recognize and support
stay in power, while those which we do not recognize
and support fall.  Nicaragua has become a test case.
It is difficult to see how we can afford to be
defeated. Undersecretary of State, Robert Olds



him in 1927, just as they demonstrated their patriotism by 
forcing the end of the war their government waged against 
Vietnam.  They forced the government to listen to them as 
equals.  They forced the the world’s most powerful state 
power to temporarily suspend its language of domination, the 
language of the super state that tries to swallow up all less 
inclusive languages, the languages of the other.
The challenge for me has been to write from the center of this 
language, the privileged center, the urban landscape, as citizen 
of the world’s greatest economic and military power, using, 
since it is my language, that language which seeks total 
domination, and also to write, since it too is mine, from those 
other centers of domination, white and male to write from 
these centers for the periphery, the economically exploited, 
the village, the “outside” within, the whole body and its many 
expressions, its voices that oppose the controlling, reasoning, 
simple-minded, even fascist, voice that has been conditioned 
to reproduce the language of the dominant class. I make no 
claims for success. I simply make note of a possible measure 
of the terms of that success. [1986]

And now? Not “Be Here Now”, that big Capital bullshit. But 
what about Nicaragua now? What about these old poems now? 
And why? (Why then and why now?)

I was only a week in Nicaragua. And I’ve not been back. But 
Nicaragua has been in me since I first learned of Sandino when 
I was sixteen. It was from a poem by Erenesto Cardinal. From 
that time it was a study of U.S. intervention, control, 
corruption, and killing of our neighbors to the south. From 
that time it was an attempt to not make US stand for “us”. 
These poems, then, are not about Nicaragua; they are about 
US. Nicaraguans can write for and about themselves.
These poems were never published. I’m publishing them now 
for myself, my family, and a few friends. I remember talking 
with a young Guatemalan in exile in Managua. When I asked 
him why he was there, he started explaining the invasion of 
Central America by Cortés five hundred years before. The 
oppressed remember. Survival depends upon it. But in these 
so dis-United States, everything, the government, the schools, 
all media, the politicians, preachers, even the poets (with their 
mantra “Make it New”), attempt to make us forget. So for me, 
for me alone, the poems help me to put together the events of 
those days, to make them mine now, to simply re-member 
then and now. [2018]


